
WHAT ARE RIZAL REVOLUTIONARY IDEAS

Through these frank conversations between the unhappy medical student and the clever jeweler suspected of fomenting
selfish revolution to.

Education is more enduring, revolutions as in armed rebellion come and go. So the common view that he was
a mere reformist is wrong according to Goujat. Goujat researched for 12 years to write her book and uses
primary documents to prove her point. The very striking fact that Constantino forwarded was the notion that
Rizal was not a leader of the Philippine Revolution, but a leading opponent of it. We thwarted Rizal. It was the
tendency to absolutize reformism that, in turn, assured the continuation of the survival of the status quo. In
fact, it seems that his name already occupied a permanent and prominent place in every publication that has
something to say about the Philippines. The way many of our community leaders think on how to achieve
social change for our country of origin is also characterized by this tendency. Pedrosa The Philippine Star -
December 30, - am I was taught about Jose Rizal when I was too young to appreciate what he did for his
country. Sponsored Articles. Rizal thought of it as absurd, and abhorred its alleged criminal methods. While
most of us believed that Rizal dedicated his life and labor for the cause of the revolution and venerated him to
a certain extent, a brave historian rose up and went against the tide by making known to the public his stand
that Rizal was NOT an actual leader of the Philippine Revolution. Upon closer look at the ideas, one will find
that most of his thoughts on society were essentially heavily tainted with French revolutionary ideas but were
also calibrated in such a way that they fit into a reformist frame. It is not an either or question but the story of
how Rizal changed his mind. Now that it has finally released itself from the chains of the Spanish tyranny,
American and Japanese rules, the question now is did Rizal's revolutionary ideas finally succeed? However,
Valenzuela after two decades reversed his story by saying that Rizal was not actually against the revolution
but advised the Katipuneros to wait for the right timing, secure the needed weapons and get the support of the
rich and scholarly class. Has he become more important now that Filipinos are more geared towards
education? Have we really risen from the depths of misery? His revolutionary ideas are cored on changes, on
reforms. It could be understandable that the hero thought of such because it was the belief of the prevailing
class to which Rizal belonged. Back in my university days, I always heard this premature and risky advice
from reformist activists in the campus. The root of the problem was the persistent maneuver of the interest
groups, such as U. Up to now, many people still pit Rizal against Bonifacio. Perhaps, but if Rizal would only
see what has become of his country, he may probably think otherwise. Share this Revolution: Did Rizal's
revolutionary ideas succeed? Has there really been a "revolution", a transformation, a conversion of our
nation? So it was good that I went along with my son and his children to return to the place of his execution
with them. But those changes and reforms must emanate from within.


